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Changes in the levels of
intrusion of humans via
access into Thinhorn sheep
range is changing rapidly in
BC.
Changes are generally the
result of three drivers:
1. Highway travel;
2. Industrial
developments;
3. Recreational uses.

This is expected as trends toward more
urbanization occurs; as improvements are
made in mechanized technologies; but
there are also culturally generated drivers
as well.
A broader societal shift toward healthier,
active lifestyles, a need for escaping
civilization and a changed mindset
associated with prioritizing the use of
‘disposable household income’ is also
having effect.
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Highway Travel:

When populations were
robust and vehicle volumes
and speeds were lower, it may
have been arguable that highway
mortally was Compensatory
in nature.
Today however, populations of Bighorn
sheep in BC have declined significantly in
many areas of the province,
predominantly due to wildlife health
challenges created by chronic
M.ovi and/or Psoroptes
infections, and in the
past summers of 2020
and 2021, Giant Liver Fluke
and Blue Tongue/EHD die-offs
(respectively).
An argument can now perhaps be made that these
‘uncontrollable environmental health challenges’
change the way we look a highway related
losses in the south of BC, as a source of
Additive mortality.

Vehicle Collisions with Wild
Sheep in BC are predominantly
located in the south and southeast of the province in Bighorn
Sheep country (rail kills as well),
but for many years there have
also been road kills of Stone’s
sheep along the Alaska highway
(highway 97) and occasional
kills along other routes such as
highway 37.

Industrial resource development generates a significant number of access routes that ultimately affect how
permeable the landscape is to humans.
This includes mining roads, mine sites, camps & mining towns, exploration trails, seismic lines, utility corridors
but there are impacts from a historic legacy and ongoing future uses, many of which are no longer associated
with those past resource extraction activities, but that still present novel and new impacts and effects.

This video link (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnBCzcUnPFI) of Cassiar includes a brief history and
some important insights into the permanence of access.
While there is some degree of oversight on industry to mitigate impacts, non-resource extraction based
public activities occurring along those routes often fall outside the control of both the resource extraction
proponent and government.

Non-Resource Extraction Based Access
Stone’s sheep & Dalls’ sheep have evolved to maintain
relatively stable populations, across relatively
stable ranges, within generally stable environments.
Generally, they can have high lamb/yearling
mortality, but after that they tend to live
reasonably long lives.
Although habitat is not considered limiting
in terms of carrying capacity, range and forage
quality can vary widely across ranges, meaning
that while ewes in one area lamb regularly,
ewes in other areas do not have lambs every year…
Any activities by humans expanding use into areas
with poorer recruitment can have disproportionately
significant impacts at a local scale; and because these
are often intermittent and localized in nature they are
relatively undetectable to wildlife managers.
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Non-Resource Extraction Based Access
There are some refugia from some aspects of access-related disturbance.
Vision statement for the MKMA:
“The Muskwa-Kechika Management Area in northern B.C. is a globally significant area
of wilderness, wildlife and cultures, to be maintained in perpetuity, where world class
integrated resource management decision-making is practiced ensuring that resource
development and other human activities take place in harmony with wilderness quality,
wildlife and dynamic ecosystems on which they depend.”
Provincial Parks also provide some level of access management
controls, but they also draw in higher human densities
with enhanced infrastructure and little oversight,
so the net benefits may be marginal (?)

Recap: So, how are sheep affected by
public activity?
Habitat Alienation - Selection and Sensitivity to disturbance is something that we understand, but there has
been little effective mitigation to address it. In addition, public recreation is something we haven’t yet been
able to address and everyone has a role to play in this!

Habitat Availability – Sheep habitats are shaped by geography, weather and vegetation; all of which are
relatively stable aspects of the environment… aren’t they?... climate change may show us differently!

Health – Primarily in two ways:
• First by reducing availability to accessing important seasonal range areas or reduced fitness as a result
of these movements, and
• Second, by potentially creating exposure risk to other ungulates, parasites, predators and even more
disturbance…

Habitat Resiliency is important and this can be negatively impacted by Access/Landscape Permeability.
This is a First Nations, industrial and public issue…
Industry is issued a series of mitigation measures that require compliance associated with their tenure. Those can be changed if they are found to be
ineffective. What about non-industrial use? Arguably, the highest direct negative effect is a result of unregulated activities in very sensitive habitat
types.
Is it time for First Nations and the general public of BC to also consider mitigation and regulations for recreation across all Crown Lands in BC?
The science is being done and we seem to be having more social support for protective regulations. Its important to understand that despite the
precautionary approach to some of our current regulations, we are seeing unprecedented human effects in Thinhorn sheep rang, across all sectors
(exploration, recreation and access). As land stewards and wildlife managers, there is a responsibility to future generations to move away from a
mindset of self-promotion and self-interest, to a stronger level of conservation focus for Thinhorn sheep and their fragile habitats… Stone’s sheep are
globally unique to BC = Global stewardship responsibility.
The resiliency of northern wildlife populations is at risk, as is the land that they inhabit. Focus on keeping
sheep on the mountain and vehicles off of the mountains. Without this our wildlife will simply not be
around to provide benefit to future generations.

Climate Change will also affect Landscape Permeability and require more considerate Access Management; it
will also alter Habitat Resilience through habitat availability and function, patterns of precipitation and
drought periods, ultimately leading to changes in Habitat Distribution for many species.
Ultimately there will be climate change effects, some potentially good and some potentially very bad.
If those changes contract the availability of suitable and functional ranges, or reduce the resiliency or quality of those ranges, any dramatic
negative effect could result in population declines.
Forecasted changes to the availability and distributions of northern alpine ecosystems (and resulting reduction in suitable and functional windswept winter ranges) will likely have negative impacts in the long run to Thinhorn sheep. There may however be short-term positive effects
through improved forage productivity in those same ecosystems…
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We are using more creative tools to try to understand Landscape change and wildlife response…
Citizen science supported observational data can help us understand changes in habitat use, geographic distributions, natal timing and
productivity for focal species. Observational data relies heavily on accessibility to certain geographies, so improved access can resulted in
positive outcomes.

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/plants-animals-ecosystems/wildlife/wildlifeconservation/wildlife-health/wild-sheep-health/bc-goat-sheep-natal-app
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will remain a dynamic part of human effects on wildlife and their habitats,
particularly so for species like Thinhorn sheep.
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